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Chern-Simons invariant in the Berry phase of a 2Ã2 Hamiltonian
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By varying (x,y,z) within a manifoldM, the positive~negaive!-energy eigenvectors of the 232 Hamil-
tonianH5xsx1ysy1zsz ~wheresx,y,z are the Pauli matrices! form a U~1! fiber bundle. For certainM the
bundle has nontrivial topology. For example, whenM5S2 the associated bundle has nonzero Chern number
indicating that it is topologically nontrivial at the highest level. In this paper we construct a simple 232
Hamiltonian whose eigenvector bundle exhibits a more subtle topological nontriviality whenM is a closed
three manifold. This nontrivial topology is characterized by nonzero Chern-Simons invariant.
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Since its discovery in 1984@1#, the Berry phase ha
played an important role in quantum mechanics. For a sim
example of the Berry phase, consider the following 232
Hamiltonian:

H~r !5xsx1ysy1zsz[r•s, ~1!

wheresx,y,z are the three components of the Pauli matric
and x,y,z are real parameters. For a fixedr5(x,y,z) the
Hamiltonian in Eq. ~1! has two eigenvaluesE65
6Ax21y21z2[6ur u.

Let us focus on the eigenvectoruc(r )& associated with the
positive eigenvalue for the rest of the paper. The Berry ph
induced by an adiabatic evolution ofr around a closed loop
C is given by

g5 R
C
dxmAm

b ~r !, ~2!

where

Am
b ~r !5

1

i
^c~r !u]mc~r !&. ~3!

It turns out that theAm
b in Eq. ~3! has a geometric interpre

tation as we shall explain in what follows.
At a fixedr if one is given a spinor~i.e., a two-componen

column vector! satisfying

H~r !uc~r !&5ur uuc~r !&,

^c~r !uc~r !&51, ~4!

one can generate a continuum of other spinors that sa
Eq. ~4! by the transformation

uc~r !&→eiuuc~r !&. ~5!

This family of uc(r )& spans an internal space that is invaria
under a U~1! group of transformations@Eq. ~5!#. As r varies
through a manifoldM ~henceforth referred to as the ba
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space! the internal space sweeps out a geometric ob
called ‘‘fiber bundle.’’ Since U~1! leaves the internal spac
invariant this fiber bundle is a U~1! bundle. In what follows
we shall refer to such fiber bundle as the eigenbundle
Eq. ~1!.

It turns out that Eq.~3! is precisely the geometric connec
tion on the eigenbundle@2#. The connectionAm

b defined
above is not unique. Indeed, by performing the transform
tion uc(r )&→eiu(r )uc(r )& we induce a ‘‘gauge transforma
tion’’ on Am

b ,

Am
b →Am

b 1]mu. ~6!

It is obvious that the Berry phase@Eq. ~2!# is gauge invariant.
Next we shall focus on two-dimensional base spacesM

that are closed surfaces. It turns out that ifM encloses the
origin ~for example,M5S25$r ; ur u51%), it is impossible
to choose a gauge in whichAm

b is nonsingular everywhere. In
order to obtain locally nonsingularAm

b it is necessary to di-
vide M into a number of~overlapping! patches so that~1!
Am

b is nonsingular in each patch, and~2! in the region where
two patches overlap the differentAm

b ’s differ only by a gauge
transformation. Historically this problem was encountered
Dirac when he tried to write down the vector potential in t
neighborhood of a magnetic monopole@3#. It turns out that
under the framework of quantum mechanics, condition~2!
requires the strength of the monopole to be quantized@3,4#.

In geometry it is known that the nonexistence of
everywhere-nonsingular connection is the manifestation
nontrivial topology. In his seminal work S.S. Chern disco
ered a set of invariants to characterize such nontriviality@5#.
For the simple case we are considering the invariants red
to a single number, the Chern number

C5
1

4pEM
d2xemnFmn

b . ~7!

HereFmn
b 5]mAn

b2]nAm
b is the curvature associated withAm

b .
For the eigenbundle of Eq.~1! it is simple to show thatC
51/2 or 0 depending on whetherM encloses the origin. If
we interpretFmn as magnetic field, the above result sugge
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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thatC is the total magnetic flux~throughM) produced by a
magnetic monopole located atr50. In a proof similar but
more general than that given in Ref.@3#, Chern showed tha
C should be quantized to valuesn/2 wheren is an integer@5#.

SinceC.1/2 is allowed, it is interesting to ask what kin
of Hamiltonian will haveC5n/2 (n.1) eigenbundles. One
answer is given by the following (n11)3(n11) matrix:

H~r !5r•S, ~8!

whereS5(Sx ,Sy ,Sz) are the matrices representing the thr
generators of SU~2! in the spinS5n/2 representation. Fo
example, forn52 we have

Sx5
1

A2 S 0 1 0

1 0 1

0 1 0
D , Sy5

1

A2 S 0 2 i 0

i 0 2 i

0 i 0
D ,

Sz5S 1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 21
D . ~9!

There is another way of modifying Eq.~1! that also leads to
C5n/2 eigenbundle. Interestingly this time we do not need
enlarge the dimension ofH. Consider the following 232
matrix:

H~r !5ĥ~r !•s, ~10!

whereĥ(r ) is a suitably chosen unit vector field that defin
a mapping fromM ~a closed two manifold! to S2. It is
known that such mappings can be classified into homot
classes, each labeled by an integer

P5E
M

d2xemnJmn . ~11!

Here the Pontryagin formJmn is given by

Jmn5
1

4p
ĥ•~]mĥ3]nĥ!. ~12!

We will later show that by choosing aĥ(r ) with P5n the
eigenbundle of Eq.~10! exhibitsC5n/2.

The Chern number records the highest level of topolog
nontriviality. When the Chern number vanishes the eig
bundle can still be nontrivial at a more subtle level. Let
consider a closed three manifold in whichC50 for all closed
sub two manifolds, which implies the absence of monopo
Without monopole the ‘‘flux lines’’ associated with the ve
tor field emnlFnl form closed loops. Under this conditio
there is a topological interesting situation in which these fl
lines link with one another. It is clear that this class of eige
bundles are topologically distinct from those without linkin
flux lines.

In 1974 Chern and Simons discovered an invariant,
Chern-Simons invariant, that quantifies this more subtle le
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of topological nontriviality@6#. For a closed three-manifold
M the Chern-Simons invariant isICS given by

ICS5
1

4pEM
d3xemnlAm

b ]nAl
b . ~13!

We note that whenM is closedICS is gauge invariant. The
topological information recorded byICS is precisely the link-
ing between the flux lines. The fact that linking is only d
fined in three dimensions explains why the Chern-Simo
invariant requires three-dimensional base space.

Since there is another level of topological nontriviality,
is natural to ask whether one can modify Eq.~1! so that the
eigen bundle exhibits such topology. We shall prove that
Hamiltonian given by Eq.~10! also works so long asĥ(r ) is
chosen appropriately.

Now let us restrict ourselves to the case where the b
spaceM is a simply connected closed three manifold andr
labels the points in it. In such caseĥ(r ) is a mapping from a
simply connected closed three manifold toS2. The work of
Hopf shows that such mapping can also be classified
homotopy classes by an integral valued Hopf invariantH. A
Hopf map is a smooth configuration ofĥ(r ). Due to the fact
that there are only two linearly independent directions
]mĥ, it follows

emnl]mJnl50. ~14!

As the result the flow lines associated withemnlJnl form
closed loops. For a nontrivial Hopf map any pair ofJ loops
link with each other. Because of Eq.~14! there exists aAm

h so
that

Jmn5
1

4p
~]mAn

h2]nAm
h !. ~15!

The Hopf invariant is simply the Chern-Simons invariant f
Am

h , @7,8#, i.e.,

H5
1

4pEM
d3xemnlAm

h ]nAl
h . ~16!

In the rest of the paper we prove the following.

~ i! For closed two-manifoldM the eigenbundle of

Eq. ~10! has C5n/2 if ĥ~r ! has P5n.

~ ii ! For closed three-manifoldM the eigenbundle of

Eq. ~10! has ICS5n if ĥ~r ! has H5n. ~17!

The proof amounts to show the following identity:

Fmn
b 54pJmn . ~18!

The Berry curvature is given by
1-2
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Fmn
b 5

1

i
@]m^c1u]nc1&2]n^c1u]mc1&#

5
1

i
@^]mc1u]nc1&2^]nc1u]mc1&#. ~19!

To computê ]mc1u]nc1&2^]nc1u]mc1& we insert a com-
plete set of states (I 5(n56ucn&^cnu), and that gives

^]mc1u]nc1&2^]nc1u]mc1&

5 (
n56

^]mc1ucn&^cnu]nc1&2@m↔n#5^]mc1uc2&

3^c2u]nc1&2@m↔n#. ~20!

In reaching the last line we have used the fact t
^]mc1uc1&^c1u]nc1&2@m↔n#50.

To computê c2u]nc1& in Eq. ~20! we express the eigen
vector of H(r 8)5H(r1dr )5H(r )1dxl]lH in terms of
those ofH(r ) via first-order perturbation theory. Up to th
first order indxm, we obtain

uc1~r 8!&5F uc1&1
^c2udxl]lHuc1&

E12E2
uc2&G

5F uc1&1
^c2udxl]lĥ•suc1&

2
uc2&G . ~21!

Equation~21! implies that

^c2u]nc1&5
^c2u]nĥ•suc1&

2
. ~22!

As the result we have

^]mc1uc2&^c2u]nc1&2@m↔n#

5
1

4 F ^c1u]mĥ•suc2&^c2u]nĥ•suc1&2@m↔n#

5
1

4 (
n56

F ^c1u]mĥ•sucn&^cnu]nĥ•suc1&2@m↔n#

5
1

4
~^c1u@]mĥ•s,]nĥ•s#uc1&!

5
i

2
eabc~]mĥa!~]nĥb!@^c1uscuc1&#

5
i

2
eabc~]mĥa!~]nĥb!ĥc

5
i

2
ĥ•~]mĥ3]nĥ!. ~23!

Going from the second to the third line of Eq.~23! we have
used the fact that ^c1u]mĥ•suc1&^c1u]nĥ•suc1&
2@m↔n#50. Substituting Eq.~20! and Eq.~23! into Eq.
~19! we obtain
05210
t

Fmn
b 5

1

2
ĥ•]mĥ3]nĥ54pJmn . ~24!

After establishing Eq.~18! it is simple to prove~i! and~ii ! of
Eq. ~17!. For ~i! the Chern number is given by

C5
1

4pEM
d2x emnFmn

b 5
1

2EM
d2x emnJmn5P/2.

~25!

ThusP5n impliesC5n/2. Now let us prove~ii ! of Eq. ~17!.
Eq. ~15! and Eq.~18! imply that

Fmn
b 54pJmn5Fmn

h . ~26!

ThusAm
h andAm

b differ at most by a pure gauge

Am
b 5Am

h 1]mf. ~27!

Since Eq.~13! is gauge invariant whenM is a closed mani-
fold we conclude that

ICS5
1

8pEM
d3xemnlAm

b Fnl
b 5

1

8pES3
d3xemnlAm

h Fnl
h 5H.

~28!

ThusH5n implies ICS5n.
In physics one often encounters the Berry phase whe

system possesses both ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ dynamic degre
of freedom. When the fast degrees of freedom are integra
it often produces, as part of the effective action of the sl
variables, a Berry-phase term that is nonzero even when
slow variables change adiabatically with time. Such term c
fundamentally alter the behavior of the slow variables.

Here we present an example where the fast degree
freedom generate an effective action represented by the H
invariant of the slow variables. The model is a field theory
211 space-time dimensions. It consists of two fields:~1! a
fermion fieldcs(r ,t), and~2! an unit vector fieldn̂(r ,t). The
Lagrangian density is given as

L5Lc1Ln2gn̂•c̄asabcb ,

Lc5c̄a~] t2m!ca2
1

2m
c̄a~“2 iAex!

2ca ,

Ln5 i V@ n̂#1
K

2
u“n̂u2. ~29!

In the abovem,g,c,m are parameters of the model,Aex is the
vector potential of an external magnetic fieldB, i.e., ]xAy

2]yAx5B, and dV/dn̂5n̂3] tn̂. Physically Lc describes
fermions moving in an external magnetic field, andLn de-
scribes the dynamics of magnetic moments in a ferromag
The last term in the first equation is the Zeeman coupl
between the fermions and the magnetic moments. By adj
ing m we can tune the density (r̄) of the fermions so that
1-3
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r̄5k
B

f0
, ~30!

wheref052p is the Dirac flux quantum andk is an integer.
When Eq.~30! is satisfied, the ground state of the fermions
an ‘‘integer-quantum Hall liquid.’’@9# Let us further assume
thatg is large so that locally the electron spins align with t
direction of n̂. Under that condition, integrating out the fe
e

05210
mion field produces a termk/(4p)*d2xdtemnlAm
h ]nAl

h ,
which is proportional to the Hopf invariant of then̂(r ,t).
This term has the effect of changing the spins and statis
of solitons~the skyrmions! in the n̂(r ,t) field. @7#.
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